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Abstract
The prev alence of sexist humor in popular culture and its disguise as benign amusement
or ―just a joke‖ give it potential to cultivate distress and harassment for women and to
facilitate tolerance of sexism and discriminatory behavior among men. Thus,
understanding the social consequences of sexist humor is a critical project for research in
social psychology. The purpose of our paper is to provide researchers with a conceptual
framework for organizing and evaluating empirical research and theories on sexist
humor. We div ided research on sexist humor into two categories: direct effects and
indirect effects. Research on direct effects addresses questions about variables that
moderate the interpretation of sexist humor as benign amusement versus a
reprehensible expression of sexism.

Research on indirect effects considers questions

about the broader social consequences of exposure to sexist humor. For instance, "how
does exposure to sexist humor affect the w ay people think about women and their
perceptions of discrimination against women?" and "does sexist humor promote sexist
behav ior among men?" For each category of research, we describe representative
empirical research and theoretical frameworks used to guide that research. I mportantly,
we also raise important issues or questions that require further empirical research or
theoretical development. We hope that this research will cultivate further interest in
theoretically guided empirical research on sexist humor.
Keywords: sexist humor, sexism, hostile work environment, effects of humor

Effects of Sexist Humor
I n a recent National Basketball Association (NBA) playoff game post-game show ,
commentator Charles Barkley teased a cameraw oman because he w as able to do
more push-ups than she. I n that context, Barkley joked w ith his co-host Kenny Smith,
"How do you fix a woman's w atch?

You don't.

There's a clock on the stov e"

(Estrada, 2009). Charles Barkley's joke exemplifies sexist humor.
Sexist humor demeans, insults, stereotypes, v ictimizes, and/or objectifies a person on
the basis of his or her gender (LaFrance & Woodzicka, 1998). I mportantly, w omen
are more frequently the target of aggressiv e humor and the object of sexual humor
than are men (Cantor & Zillmann, 1973). The popularity of sexist humor is seen in mass
media, w orkplaces, and informal social interactions.

Access to the internet has

increased the ease w ith w hich sexist jokes can be located and distributed.

For

example, type the w ords ―sexist joke‖ into any w eb brow ser and a library of female
denigration immediately appears.

Sexist humor communicates denigration of

w omen w hile simultaneously triv ializing sex discrimination under the v eil of benign
amusement (Bill & Naus, 1992). By communicating denigration of w omen through
lev ity sexist humor makes ambiguous how one should interpret a message (Johnson,
1990) like Charles Barkley's joke. Machan (1987) articulated this paradox, suggesting
that w hat is funny to one person is ―the height of bad taste to another‖ (p. 218).
Research on sexist humor can be div ided into tw o categories. The first category
addresses questions about v ariables that foster the interpretation of humorous
disparagement like Barkley's joke as funny, benign horseplay v er sus "the height of
bad taste"—an inexcusable expression of sexism. I n the present review , w e refer to
the immediate interpretations of and emotional reactions to sexist humor as direct
effects.

The second category of

research addresses the

broader social

consequences of exposure to sexist humor. For instance, w e rev iew how exposure to
sexist humor affects the w ay that people think about w omen and the extent to
w hich sexist humor promotes sexist behav ior among men. We refer to such broader
social consequences as indirect effects of sexist humor.
The purpose of our paper is to rev iew contemporary research on the direct and
indirect effects of sexist humor.

For each category of research, w e describe

representativ e empirical research and theoretical framew orks used to conceptualize
or guide that research. I mportantly, w e also delineate nov el and potentially fruitful
directions for future inv estigations.
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Direct Effects of Sexist Humor
Whether you appreciate Charles Barkley's joke, that is, interpret it as benign
amusement, or consider it an offensiv e expression of sexism depends on the degree
to w hich you are w illing to ov erlook or excuse the underlying sentiment. Historically,
humor researchers hav e emphasized the role that sex differences and attitudes
tow ard w omen play in moderating appreciation of sexist humor. Furthermore, humor
appreciation has been operationally defined as amusement w ith sexist humor
(Brodzinsky, Barnet, & Aiello, 1981; Chapman & Gadfield, 1976; Hassett & Houlihan,
1979; Losco & Epstein, 1975; Lov e & Deckers, 1989; Neuliep, 1987, Priest & Wilhelm,
1974; Ryan & Kanjorski, 1998), perceiv ed offensiv eness of sexist humor (Ford, 2000;
Greenw ood & Isbell, 2002; Hemmasi, Graf, & Russ, 1994; LaFrance & Woodzicka,
1998; Ryan & Kanjorski, 1998), and w illingness to tell sexist jokes (R yan & Kanjorski,
1998; Thomas & Esses, 2004).
Sex Differences in Sexist Humor Appreciation
Social identity theory (Tajfel & Turner, 1986) prov ides a framew ork for understanding
empirical findings on the relationship betw een biological sex and sexist humor
appreciation.

Social groups are v iew ed as competing for recognition, not

necessarily for material resources. This recognition is know n as positiv e distinctiv eness.
When a group is recognized as superior to a relev ant out-group along some v alued
dimension, it has achiev ed positiv e distinctiv eness. Because

social

groups

v alue

positiv e distinctiv eness, they w ill use v arious means for attaining it. One such means
is disparagement humor (Barron, 1950; Bourhis, Gadfield, Giles, & Tajfel, 1977).
Bourhis et al. (1977) suggested that disparagement humor allow s people to maintain
positiv e social identities—feelings of superiority ov er out-groups. They proposed that,
"anti-out-group humor can, through out-group dev aluation and denigration, be a
creativ e and potent w ay of asserting in-group pride and distinctiv eness from a
dominant out-group" (p. 261).
According to social identity theory, men and w omen construct gender identities in
an effort to differentiate themselv es from one another.

As a result, they sho uld

appreciate only humor that positiv ely distinguishes the in-group from the out-group
(Duncan, Smeltzer, & Leap, 1990; Hemmasi, Graf, & Russ, 1994; Smeltzer & Leap,
1988). Not surprisingly, then, men v iew sexist humor as funnier and less offensiv e than
w omen v iew it (Chapman & Gadfield, 1976; Hassett & Houlihan, 1979; Losco &
Epstein, 1975; Lov e & Deckers, 1989; Mundorf, Bhatia, Zillmann, Lester, & Robertson,
1988; Neuliep, 1987, Priest & Wilhelm, 1974). Lov e and Deckers (1989), for instance,
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found that w omen rated sexist cartoons as less funny than men did because they
identified w ith the female cartoon v ictim. Furthermore, w omen are more likely than
men to v iew sexist jokes as constituti ng harassment (e.g., Bell, McLaughlin, &
Sequeira, 2002; Frazier, Cochran, & Olson, 1995; Hemmasi & Graf, 1998; Smeltzer &
Leap, 1988). Smeltzer and Leap (1988) found that w omen considered sexist humor in
the w orkplace as more inappropriate than men did. Similarly, Frazier et al. (1995)
reported that 74% of the w omen they surv eyed considered sexual jokes and teasing
to be harassment, w hereas only 47% of the men felt the same.
Attitudes tow ard Women and Sexist Humor Appreciation
Consistent w ith La Fav e’s v icarious superiority theory (La Fav e, 1972; La Fav e,
Haddad, & Maesen, 1976) and Zillmann and Cantor’s (1972; 1976) disposition theory,
the differences in humor perceptions betw een men and w omen may be due more
to gender attitudes than to an in-group bias based on biological sex (Hemmasi et
al., 1994; Sev ’er & Ungar, 1997). A central hypothesis of disposition theory that has
receiv ed considerable empirical support is that the degree of amusement elicited
by disparagement humor is related positiv ely to the degree to w hich one holds
negativ e attitudes tow ard the disparaged target (e.g., Cantor & Zillmann, 1973; La
Fav e, McCarthy, & Haddad, 1973; McGhee & Duffey, 1983; Wicker, Barron, & Willis,
1980). Specifically, Zillmann and Cantor (1976/1996) proposed that, "Humor
appreciation v aries inv ersely w ith the fav orableness of the disposition tow ard the
agent or entity being disparaged" (pp. 100-101). For thorough rev iew s of disposition
theory and other "superiority" theories and their origins, see Ferguson and Ford (2008),
Gruner (1997), Keith-Spiegel (1972), Morreall (1983) and Zillmann (1983).
I n the context of sexist humor, Chapman and Gadfield (1976) found that, for both
men and w omen, appreciation of sexist cartoons w as negativ ely related to the
extent to w hich participants endorsed w omen's liberation ideology. Research that
more directly measured attitudes tow ard w omen has rev ealed similar results.
Regardless of sex, people enjoy sexist humor insofar as they hav e negativ e (sexist)
attitudes tow ard w omen (e.g., Butland & Iv y, 1990; Henkin & Fish, 1986; Moore,
Griffiths, & Payne, 1987).
The dev elopment of Glick and Fiske's (1996) Ambiv alent Sexism I nv entory (ASI ) has
allow ed researchers to make further adv ances in our understanding of the
relationship betw een attitudes tow ard w omen and sexist humor appreciation. The
ASI measures tw o types of sexist attitudes, hostile sexism and benev olent sexism.
Hostile sexism refers to antagonism or animosity tow ard w omen, w hereas benev olent
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sexism refers to subjectiv ely positiv e attitudes tow ard w omen that are rooted in
masculine dominance and conv entional stereotypes (Glick & Fiske, 1996).
LaFrance and Woodzicka (1998) found that, for w omen, hostile sexism w as a
significant predictor of amusement w ith sexist jokes. I n addition, hostile sexism, but
not benev olent sexism, significantly predicted felt Duchenne smiling—smiling that
rev eal truly positiv e affect—in response to sexist humor. Subsequent research also
has found that both men and w omen appreciate sexist humor insofar as they are
high in hostile sexism (Eyssel & Bohner, 2007; Ford, 2000; Ford, Johnson, Blev ins, &
Zepeda, 1999; Greenw ood & I sbell, 2002; Thomas & Esses, 2004). Greenw ood and
Isbell (2002), for instance, found that men and w omen high in hostile sexism w ere
more amused by and less offended by ―dumb blonde‖ jokes than w er e men and
w omen low in hostile sexism. Similarly, Thomas and Esses (2004) found that men
reported more enjoyment of sexist jokes and a greater likelihood of telling those jokes
insofar as they w ere high in hostile sexism.
Research on the role of benev olent sexism in predicting sexist humor appreciation
has rev ealed more complicated findings. For men, benev olent sexism predicts
amusement ratings in a straightforw ard fashion (Eyssel & Bohner, 2007; Greenw ood &
Isbell, 2002). Men higher in benev olent sexism appreciate sexist humor more than
those low in benev olent sexism. Women high on benev olent sexism, on the other
hand, appear to find sexist jokes less amusing than their less benev olently sexist
counterparts (Greenw ood & I sbell, 2002). I ndeed, LaFrance a nd Woodzicka (1998)
found that benev olent sexism correlated positiv ely w ith nonv erbal expression of
disgust w ith sexist jokes. As Greenw ood and I sbell (2002) pointed out, the degree to
w hich w omen high in benev olent sexism appreciate sexist humor is similar to that of
w omen w ho endorse feminist social/political ideologies.
Future Directions for the Study of Direct Effects
Contemporary research on the direct effects of exposure to sexist humor has
prov ided v aluable insights into the critical v ariables that moderate the interpretation
of sexist humor as benign amusement v ersus a reprehensible expression of sexism.
Specifically, research has rev ealed that men more than w omen are w illing to
ov erlook the underlying sentiment of sexist humor for the sake of a musement. Also,
both men and w omen w ho hav e sexist attitudes are particularly likely to be amused
rather than offended by sexist humor.
We propose that future research can build upon these findings by expanding the
scope of inv estigations in a number of w ays. First, research could expand on the
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measurement of humor appreciation to assess other emotional responses to sexist
humor. Second, research could expand beyond the use of self-report measures to
include non-v erbal measures of reactions to sexist humor.

Non-v erbal measures

potentially could prov ide a more complete, accurate assessment of emotional
reactions to sexist humor.

Third, research could consider more fully w omen's

reactions to sexist humor.
Measuring emotional responses other than humor appreciation. Research guided
by disparagement humor theories has typically measured humor appreciation as the
primary dependent v ariable. Measuring humor appreciation alone is problematic, as
it negates the inv estigation of a w ider v ariety of potential affectiv e responses to
sexist humor. I ndeed, research has largely ignored negative emotional responses to
sexist humor such as embarrassment, disgust, guilt, anger, and frustration (but see La
France & Woodzicka, 1998). Such negativ e affectiv e responses ar e not theoretically
irrelev ant—disparagement humor theories are not silent on such affectiv e reactions.
According to both social identity theory and disposition theory sexist humor should
meet w ith negativ e affectiv e reactions (not simply lack of amusement) under
certain conditions.

Thus, w e recommend that researchers "unpack" the div erse

range of emotions that are immediately felt upon exposure to sexist humor. This
research w ould contribute to a more complete picture of people's "in-the-moment"
reactions to sexist humor.
Measuring nonverbal responses to sexist humor.

Humor appreciation is typically

measured using self-reports on rating scales. The exception to this is a small handful
of studies that incorporated facial expression in addition to funniness ratings
(Brodzinsky, Barnet, & Aiello, 1981; LaFrance & Woodzicka, 1998; Olson & Roese,
1995). We propose that the reliance on self-report measures of amusement may not
alw ays prov ide an accurate gauge of actual amusement or other emotional
reactions to sexist humor. Research participants may giv e false reports because of
demand characteristics in a giv en study or because of social desirability concerns
more generally.
I n contrast, because nonv erbal responses can be difficult to regulate, they could
contribute to a more nuanced picture of emotional reactions to sexist humor. For
instance, Brodzinsky et al. (1981) rated participants' spontaneous expressions of mirth
to three types of cartoons using a 4 point scale based on smiling (1 = blank
expression, 2 = slight smile, 3 = full smile, 4 = chuckling or laughter). I n addition, they
collected standard self-report ratings of amusement. Findings rev ealed differences
in humor appreciation depending on w hether amusement w as measured by selfreport or facial expression. The self-report ratings indicated that female participants
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enjoyed absurd cartoons significantly more than cartoons disparaging either males
or females. How ev er, the ratings based on smiling behav ior indicated that female
participants felt equally amused by the three types of cartoons. Similarly, LaFrance
and Woodzicka (1998) found that sexist and neutral jokes differentially affected
funniness ratings but not Duchenne smiling. These findings suggest that the
measurement of smiling and other nonv erbal responses should rev eal more complex
and subtle emotions, and shed new light on how sexist humor is experienced
emotionally as a function of one's sex and attitudes tow ard w omen. Accordingly, w e
recommend that researchers measure a v ariety of non-v erbal responses to
disparagement humor such as facial expressions and gestures because they are
generally less reactiv e and can reflect both positiv e and negativ e affectiv e states
(LaFrance & Woodzicka, 1998).
Women's reactions to sexist humor. We propose that an important ov ersight in the
literature is that there has been little empirical research directed at how w omen
respond to sexist humor (Nelson, 2006). Like research on other types of prejudice,
research on sexist humor has largely ignored the target’s perspectiv e (Sw im &
Stangor, 1998). Notably, LaFrance and Woodzicka (1998) acknow ledged the social
relev ance of sexist humor for w omen and initiated the study of w omen's responses to
sexist humor. They found that hearing sexist jokes had adv erse emotional effects on
w omen. Specifically, w omen reported feeling more disgusted, angry, and surprised
in response to sexist jokes than to non -sexist jokes. Also, their nonv erbal facial
expressions rev ealed negativ e affectiv e reactions. Compared to w omen hearing
jokes about attorneys, w omen hearing sexist jokes w ere more likely to roll their eyes,
displaying feelings of contempt, and to cov er their mouths w ith their hand, show ing
signs of embarrassment.
Furthermore, LaFrance and Woodzicka (1998) found that w omen’s levels of hostile
sexism and their degrees of identification w ith w omen moderated their emotional
responses to sexist jokes. Hostile sexism w as positiv ely related to self-report and nonverbal affectiv e reactions to sexist jokes. I n addition, lev el of identification w ith
w omen w as associated w ith less amusement w ith sexist jokes and more non-v erbal
displays of negativ e emotion such as frow ning. I n sum, w omen w ho endorsed
nonsexist attitudes or w ho identified strongly w ith w omen had especially adv erse
emotional reactions to sexist jokes.
Extending the findings LaFrance and Woodzicka (1998), future research could
determine if w omen differentially identify w ith particular sub-groups of w omen and
therefore respond differently to sexist humor that targets those sub-groups. Unlike
men, w omen hav e the dual status of both the recipient and the object of sexist
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humor (Greenw ood & I sbell, 2002).

Thus, according to both disposition theory

(Zillmann & Cantor, 1976/1996) and social identity theory (Tajfel & Turner, 1986)
w omen w ould hav e to dissociate or disidentify w ith the specific humor target in
order to excuse the underlying sentiment of sexist humor and find it amusing. Thus
Greenw ood and I sbell (2002) may hav e found that w omen high in hostile sexism
enjoyed "dumb blonde" jokes because they did not identify w ith the subtype of
w omen targeted by the jokes.
Glick and Fiske (1996) suggested that hostile sexism is understood w ithin a context of
a backlash against feminism. Thus, w e propose that w omen high in hostile sexism
particularly disidentify w ith feminists. I f w omen high in hostile sexism particularly
disidentify w ith feminists, they should be more likely to accept sexist humor that
disparages feminists than humor that disparages w omen in general or other ―nonnorm challenging‖ sub-groups of w omen (e.g., blondes, housew iv es). Humor
targeting w omen in general, how ev er, may be associated w ith disapprov al and
negativ e affect. I n keeping w ith this hypothesis, preliminary data w e recently
collected rev ealed a stronger negativ e relationship betw een w omen’s lev el of
hostile sexism and identification w ith feminists than w ith w omen in general. Further,
the positiv e relationship betw een hostile sexism and amusement ratings for feminist
jokes w as stronger than the relationship betw een hostile sexism and ratings of sexist
jokes that targeted w omen in general.

Indirect Effects of Sexist Humor
I n addition to hav ing direct effects, sexist humor has broader social consequences,
or indirect effects, on both w omen and men. Specifically, sexist humor potentially
can create distressing, hostile w ork env ironments for w omen (Boxer & Ford, in press;
Duncan, Smeltzer, & Leap, 1990; Hemmasi, et al., 1994). Also, sexist humor affects the
w ays that men think about w omen and perceiv e discrimination against them (Ford,
2000; Ford, Wentzel, & Lorion, 2001; Ryan & Kanjorski, 1998) as w ell as their w illingness
to engage in subtle sexist behav ior (Ford, Boxer, Armstrong, & Edel, 2008).
The I mpact of Sexist Humor in Creating a Hostile Work Env ironment
Sexist jokes hav e been construed as a form of sexual harassment because they can
contribute to a hostile w ork env ironment (Baker, Terpstra, & Larntz, 1990; Fitzgerald,
Sw am, & Fischer, 1995; Gutek & Koss, 1993). I ndeed, in 1995, Chev ron Cor poration
agreed to pay ov er tw o million dollars to settle sexual harassment charges brought
by four female employees w hat said that they had been targeted w ith offensiv e
jokes, e-mail messages, and comments about their clothes and bodies (Lew in, 1995).
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I n this case and others, employers hav e been held financially liable for behav ior that
might hav e been deliv ered as a joke, but that others v iew ed as harassing. I n a 1995
surv ey of 4,000 people, 71% of respondents considered the telling of gender
stereotypes jokes in the w orkplace to be sexual harassment (Frazier, Cochran, &
Olson, 1995). This number reflects a grow ing consensus that sexist humor constitutes
a form of sexual harassment. I n 1987 only 20% of respondents perceiv ed sexist jokes
as harassment (Terpstra & Baker, 1987). Further, w omen consider the telling of sexist
jokes at w ork to be more inappropriate than do men (Hemmasi et al, 1994; Smeltzer
& Leap, 1988) and sexist jokes are more likely to be v iew ed as sexual harassment
w hen coming from a male superv isor than by a male co-w orker (Hemmasi et al,
1994).
Like other forms of gender harassment, sexist humor negativ ely affects relationships
among co-w orkers. Duncan (1982) for instance, found that sexist humor decreased
cohesiv eness among co-w orkers. Sexist humor may also reinforce status differences
among w orkers, particularly men (w ho are often the joke tellers) and w omen (the
objects of sexist jokes).

These dynamics are thought to lead to further pow er

imbalances (Duncan, 1982; Sev ’er & Ungar, 1997).
Sexist humor might also affect how people perceiv e sexism in the w orkplace. Ford
(2000) found that sexist jokes increased tolerance for sexist behav ior in the w orkplace
among participants high in hostile sexism.

He exposed male and female

participants, w ho w ere either high or low in hostile sexism, to sexist jokes, sexist
statements, or neutral jokes.

Participants then read a v ignette in w hich a male

superv isor treated a new female employee in a patronizing manner that w as
inappropriate and pote ntially threatening in the w orkplace. After reading the
v ignette, participants rated the offensiv eness of the superv isor's behav ior. The results
indicated that exposure to sexist jokes led to greater tolerance of the superv isor's
sexist behav ior in comparison to exposure to neutral jokes or comparable nonhumorous sexist statements, but only for participants high in hostile sexism.
Sexist Humor and Discrimination against Women
A grow ing body of research has documented that, among sexist men, exposure to
sexist humor uniquely fosters a social climate of discrimination against w omen. Ford
and Ferguson's (2004) prejudiced norm theory explains these findings and delineates
the mediating processes by w hich sexist humor functions as a "releaser" of prejudice.
Sexist humor and stereotypes about women. Weston and Thomsen (1993) found that
participants made more stereotypical ev aluations of men and w omen after
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w atching sexist comedy skits than after w atching neutral comedy skits.

These

findings suggest that expos ure to sexist humor activ ates gender stereotypes.
As Ford and Ferguson (2004) noted, how ev er, Weston and Thomsen's study lacked
the non-humorous control condition necessary to make conclusions about the
unique effects of humor as a medium for communicating disparagement. I n fact,
Hansen and Hansen (1988) found that exposure to non-humorous stereotypes of
men and w omen increased the accessibility and use of gender stereotypes.
Furthermore, Weston and Thomsen's study failed to include indiv idual differenc es in
attitudes tow ard w omen as a potential moderator v ariable.
I n a study that addressed these methodological problems, Ford, et al. (2001)
demonstrated that, ev en among men high in hostile sexism, exposure to sexist humor
did not affect the ev aluativ e content of men’s stereotypes about w omen relativ e to
comparable non-humorous disparagement or neutral humor. Thus, to date, there is
no ev idence that exposure to sexist humor uniquely affects stable, internal
know ledge structures, such as stereotypes and attitudes tow ard w omen (see also
Olson, Maio & Hobden, 1999).
Sexist humor and prejudiced norm theory. Although exposure to sexist humor may
not affect internal sources of self-regulation (i.e., attitudes and stereotypes), it can
still affect men in w ays that hav e negativ e social consequences for w omen. As
mentioned earlier, Ford (2000) demonstrated that exposure to sexist humor w as
associated w ith greater tolerance of a subsequently encountered sexist ev ent. I n
addition, Ryan and Kanjorski (1998) found that, among men, enjoyment of sexist
humor correlated positiv ely w ith acceptance of rape myths and endorsement of
adv ersarial sexual beliefs.
Ford and Ferguson (2004) proposed their ―prejudiced norm‖ theory to explain these
findings and generate new hypotheses about the social consequences of exposure
to sexist humor. Prejudiced norm theory is built on three interrelated propositions.
First, humorous communication activ ates a conv ersational rule of lev ity–to sw itch
from the usual serious mindset to a non-serious humor mindset for interpreting the
message. According to Berlyne (1972), ―Humor is accompanied by discriminativ e
cues, w hich indicate that w hat is happening, or is going to happen, should be taken
as a joke. The w ays in w hich w e might react to the same ev ents in the absence of
these cues become inappropriate and must be w ithheld‖ (p. 56). I n the case of
disparagement, humor cues communicate that the message is non-threatening and
can be interpreted in a playful, non-serious mindset.
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(1976/1996) suggested, the ―club ov er the head‖ is funny w hen the protagonists are
clow ns in cartoons but not w hen they are police officers responding to a riot.
Second, by making light of the expression of prejudice, disparagement humor
communicates an implicit ―meta-message‖ (Attardo, 1993) or normativ e standard
that it is acceptable in this context to relax the usual ―critical sensitiv ities‖ and treat
such discrimination in a less critical manner (Husband, 1977). For example, Gollob
and Lev ine (1967) found that w hen participants w ere asked to focus on the content
of highly aggressiv e cartoons, they reported appreciating the cartoons less. Humor
indicates a shared understanding of its meta-message only if the recipient approv es
of the humor (Fine, 1983; Kane, Suls, & Tedeschi, 1977). So, if the recipient approv es
of disparagement humor–that is, sw itches to a non-serious humor mindset to interpret
the expression of prejudice–he or she tacitly consents to a shared understanding (a
social norm) that it is acceptable in this context to make light of discrimination
against the targeted group. I n keeping w ith this hypothesis, Ryan and Kanjorski
(1998) found that men w ho w ere exposed to sexist jokes reported greater
acceptance of rape myths and v iolence against w omen but only w hen they found
the jokes amusing and inoffensiv e–that is, w hen they interpreted the jokes in a nonserious humor mindset.

Ford (2000) manipulated humor type (sexist, control) and

critical mindset (serious, control) to see if critical mindset w ould affect amusement
ratings.

As expected, those in the critical mindset condition rated the jokes as

funnier than those in the control condition.
Third, one’s lev el of prejudice tow ard the disparaged group affects reactions to
disparagement humor.

I nsofar as recipients are high in prejudice tow ard the

disparaged group, they w ill interpret disparagement humor through a non-serious
humor

mindset

(Zillmann &

Cantor, 1976/1996).

Thus, upon exposure

to

disparagement humor, people high in prejudice are more likely than those low in
prejudice to perceiv e an external social norm of tolerance of discrimination against
the disparaged group. Furthermore, people w ho are high in prejudice tend to hav e
more w eakly internalized non-prejudiced conv ictions compared to people w ho are
low in prejudice (Monteith, Dev ine, & Zuw erink, 1993). They are primarily motiv ated
by external forces (social norms) to respond w ithout prejudice (e.g., Dev ine,
Monteith, Zuw erink, & Elliot 1991; Dev ine, Plant, Amodio, Har mon-Jones, & Vance,
2002; Plant & Dev ine, 1998). As a result, people high in prejudice are more likely to
use external norms as a standard defining how one ought to behav e (Monteith,
Deneen, & Tooman, 1996; Wittenbrink & Henly, 1996).

Highly prejudiced people

suppress prejudice w hen social norms dictate restraint; they release prejudice w hen
the norms communicate approv al to do so. Ford’s (2000) research lends support to
this idea. He found that sexist jokes increased tolerance of a sexist ev ent only fo r
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participants high in hostile sexism w ho adopted a non-critical mindset w hen listening
to sexist jokes.

For participants low in hostile sexism there w as no difference in

tolerance of a sexist ev ent related to critical mindset.
Like people w ho are high in other forms of prejudice, people w ho are high in hostile
sexism are motiv ated to suppress prejudice against w omen to av oid social sanctions,
not because of internalized conv ictions (Ford & Lorion, 2000). How ev er, Ford and
Lorion (2000) found that these effects did not extend to those high in benev olent
sexism.

Specifically, those high in benev olent sexism did not show low er internal

motiv ation to respond to w omen w ithout prejudice than those low in benev olent
sexism. Because benev olent sexism is characterized by the idealization rather than
derision of w omen, people high in benev olent sexism might be more likely than those
high in hostile sexism to internalize nonsexist standards of conduct.
Because people w ho are high in hostile sexism are primarily externally motiv ated to
respond w ithout prejudice, they are more likely to assent to the norm implied by
sexist humor that it is acceptable to make light of sex discrimination and not take it
seriously in the immediate context. As rev iew ed earlier, research show s that people
approv e of sexist humor to the extent that they hav e sexist attitudes (e.g., Butland &
Ivy, 1990; Greeenw ood & I sbell, 2002; LaFrance & Woodzicka, 1998).
Ford, Boxer, Armstrong and Edel (2008) addressed more directly the processes that
mediate the effects of sexist humor on men's w illingness to discriminate against
w omen. They found that, upon exposure to sexist comedy skits, men w ho w ere high
in hostile sexism w ere more likely than those w ho w ere low in hostile sexism to
perceive a norm of tolerance of sexism in the immediate context, and they w ere
more likely to use that norm to guide their ow n reactions to a sexist ev ent. Hostile
sexism predicted the amount of money participants cut from the budget of a
w omen’s organization relativ e to four other student organizations upon exposure to
sexist comedy skits but not neutral comedy skits. A perceiv ed local norm of approv al
of funding cuts for the w omen’s organization mediated the relationship betw een
hostile sexism and discrimination against the w omen’s organization.
Future directions for the Study of I ndirect Effects
Sexist humor as a form of gender harassment at work. Gender harassment has been
show n to hav e a cumulativ e, eroding effect on the w omen's mental health. Ev en
low -levels

of

gender

harassment at w ork

are

associated w ith decreased

psychological w ell-being and life satisfaction (Schneider, Sw am, & Fitzgerald, 1997).
No research to date has directly examined long-term emotional consequences of
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exposure to sexist humor at w ork.

How ev er, insofar as sexist humor at w ork

constitutes a form of gender harassment, it is possible that repeated exposure to it
negativ ely affects w omen's psychological w ell-being. Thus, w e propose that an
important project for future research is to more fully delineate the long-term
emotional consequences for w omen of repeated exposure to sexist humor at w ork.
Sexist humor, discrimination against women and prejudiced norm theory. Sexist
humor may deriv e pow er to triv ialize sexism and foster a normativ e climate of
tolerance of sex discrimination from the ambiguity of society’s attitudes tow ard
w omen. The blatant sexism and open discrimination that existed prior to the civ il
rights mov ement of the 1960s and the feminist mov ement of the 1970s has been
largely replaced by subtle, more complex forms of sexism such as ―ambiv alent
sexism‖ (Glick & Fiske, 1996), ―modern sexism‖ (Sw im, Aikin, Hall, & Hunter, 1995), and
―neo-sexism‖ (Tougas, Brow n, Beaton, & Joly, 1995). These contemporary models
suggest that attitudes tow ard w omen hav e become ambiv alent, containing both
positiv e and negativ e components. That is, many Americans consciously espouse
egalitarian

v alues

and

non-prejudiced

attitudes

w hile

possessing

negativ e

sentiments tow ard w omen.
As a result of this ambiv alence, society does not consider sexism as being
completely unacceptable as it might prejudice tow ard boy scouts or firefighters
(Crandall & Ferguson, 2005). On the other hand, society does not treat sexism as
being completely acceptable and free to be expressed openly as it might prejudice
tow ard criminals or White supremacy groups (Crandall & Ferguson, 2005). Sexism is in
an ―in betw een‖ state of acceptability; it is in w hat Crandall and Ferguson (2005)
refer to as a state of ―shifting social accept ability.‖ That is, sexism is shifting from
being completely acceptable to being completely unacceptable. Thus, sexism is
conditional. I t must be suppressed under most circumstances. How ev er, it may be
released if immediate social norms justify its expression (Crandall & Eshleman, 2003).
I n such a context, one can release prejudice and be spared the recognition that he
or she had behav ed inappropriately (Gaertner & Dov idio, 1986).
Research guided by prejudiced norm theory suggests that sexist humor creates a
normativ e context that justifies the release of prejudice against w omen. How ev er,
w e propose that important theoretical questions remain to be addressed in future
research.
First, it is possible that disparagement humor has the pow er to release prejudice
against only groups for w hom society’s attitudes are ambiv alent—those groups in
the ―in betw een‖ state of acceptability against w hom the expression of prejudice is
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dependent on immediate social norms to justify it (e.g., w omen, African-Americans).
I n contrast, for groups like criminals or White supremacists, society does not promote
a general norm of prejudice suppression. I nstead, society treats prejudice against
such groups as completely acceptable and free to be expressed openly. Thus, the
expression of prejudice against such groups should not be dependent on ev ents like
disparagement humor to create a local norm to justify it. As a result, exposure to
disparagement humor should hav e little effect on the release of prejudice against
them.
Second, research guided by prejudiced norm theory has focused largely on the
social consequences of sexist humor for men. For men, the relationship betw een
sexist attitudes and responses to sexist humor is straightforw ard: the higher men are
in hostile sexism, the more they are amused by sexist humor and the more likely they
are to express prejudice in the context of sexist humor (Ford et al., 2008). For w omen,
how ev er, the relationship betw een sexist attitudes and responses to sexist humor
may be more complicated. I n some cases, sexist humor might foster discrimination
against disliked groups of w omen as it does for men.

I n others it might create

emotionally challenging or distressing env ironments.
Of particular interest is how w omen high in benev olent sexism w ould fit into prejudice
norm theory. As Greenw ood and I sbell (2002) pointed out, amusement reactions to
sexist humor by w omen high in benev olent sexism resemble ratings made by
feminists. I t is likely that the subgroup of w omen (e.g., feminists, housew iv es, etc.)
that is being targeted is especially important w hen examining how sexist humor
affects w omen high in benev olent sexism.

We expect that w omen high in

benev olent sexism feel that some w omen, particularly w omen in the non-norm
challenging subgroups, should be protected w hile others, w omen w ho challenge
existing norms, should not.
Third, research could examine the possibility that others' reactions to sexist humor
contribute to the degree to w hich it functions as a releaser of prejudice. Young and
Frye (1966) argued that a confederate’s laughter enhanced amusement in response
to sexist humor by relaxing the ―social taboos‖ associated w ith expression of sexist
sentiments (p. 754). By displaying cues of approv al of sexist humor, recipients mig ht
further encourage both men and w omen high in hostile sexism to adopt a noncritical mindset for interpreting the underlying derision and to perceiv e a shared
norm of tolerance of discrimination against feminist w omen thus further promoting
discrimination. On the other hand, others’ disapprov al of the humor might make
salient a discrepancy betw een personal affectiv e reactions tow ard feminist w omen
and prev ailing normativ e standards. Under such conditions, men and w omen high
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in hostile sexism might experience self-directed negativ e affect (e.g., guilt) and
suppress rather than release prejudice against feminist w omen.
Conclusion
As Charles Barkley's joke on national telev ision attests, sexist humor is perv asiv e in
contemporary society. I t appears in all forms of mass media, from telev ision to the
I nternet. Paradoxically, as sexist humor becomes increasingly perv asiv e, the public
and social scientists alike hav e increasingly recognized sexist humor as an insidious
expression of sexism. Whether through cultiv ating distressing w ork env ironments for
w omen (Boxer & Ford, in press; Duncan, Smeltzer, & Leap, 1990; Hemmasi, et al.,
1994) or facilitating tolerance of sexism and discrimination among men (Ford, 2000;
Ford et al., 2008; Ford & Ferguson, 2004; Ford et al., 2001) sexist humor can hav e
detrimental social consequences.
With the grow ing aw areness that sexist humor can function as a potential tool of
prejudice and discrimination, there is a clear need for social scientists to continue to
conduct empirical research to illuminate the potentially complex emotional
responses that people may hav e to sexist humor.

There is also a clear need for

researchers to continue to conduct research in an effort to further delineate the
broader social consequences of sexist humor, and thus help us better understand
how sexist humor shapes social interaction.
The present research offers one contribution to this effort. Our first goal in w riting this
paper w as to prov ide researchers w ith a conceptual framew ork for organizing and
ev aluating empirical research and theories on the immediate or direct effects of
sexist humor as w ell as on the broader, indirect social consequences of sexist humor.
Our second goal w as to raise important issues or questions that require further
empirical research or theoretical dev elopment. We hope that this paper w ill
cultiv ate further interest in theoretically guided empirical research on sexist humor.
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